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AbstrAct - This study is aimed at finding correlations and possible integration among Qualitative 
Behavioural Assessment (QBA) and a specific protocol of clinical/health evaluation. Both welfare assess-
ment methods were based on direct animal observation and were applied in 24 Italian veal calves farms 
at 3 weeks (wks) of rearing. Principal component analysis (PCA) summarized 20 QBA descriptors on two 
main components (PC1 and PC2) with eigenvalues above 4 and explaining 29.6 and 20.3% of the variation 
respectively. PCA on residuals obtained after correcting for housing condition yielded highly similar resul-
ts, indicating that the rearing environment of the calves was not an important determinant of the observer 
reliability of QBA. A relationship was found between QBA PC2 and the presence of signs of cross-sucking 
recorded during the clinical visit (presence PC2=1.11 vs. absence PC2=-1.55, P<0.001). There were no other 
relations between the quantitative clinical measures and QBA PC’s. The frequency of farmer, veterinarian, 
or industry technician visits to the veal unit significantly affected QBA PC1 and PC2 scores. These results 
suggest that the 2 methods provide complementary types of information and can each make valid a contri-
bution to an integrated animal welfare monitoring scheme.
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Introduction - Farm animal welfare has multidimensional aspects, therefore ideally a multidi-
sciplinary approach would be required for its assessment, including long lists of animal parameters 
plus environmental, societal and economical issues (McGlone, 2001). Complexity and cost make this 
approach unrealistic for an on-farm evaluation suggesting the need for a validated feasible and re-
liable tool. Most of the welfare assessment methods developed so far consisted of resource and en-
vironmental rather than animal status descriptors (Botreau et al., 2007). One of the difficulties in 
developing a scientifically sound tool that truly reflect animals conditions is the choice, aggregation 
and/or integration of parameters (Spoolder et al., 2003). The aim of the present study was to compare 
two different animal-based methodologies applied on veal calf farms. This cattle category faced a 
major change in rearing conditions over the last years, but it is still subject of criticism concerning 
welfare conditions. We investigated the relationships between Qualitative Behavioural Assessment 
(QBA) method, defined as the integration of different aspects of an animal’s dynamic style of interac-
tion with the environment (Wemelsfelder et al., 2008), and a quantitative clinical/health evaluation, 
as well as the effects of early stage housing conditions and management practices on both qualitative 
and quantitative welfare measures.
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Material and methods - The two welfare assessment protocols were applied on 24 veal calves fattening 
units located in Northern Italy. In each farm, a batch of calves (188±82 allocated in 32±17pens) was evaluated 
at 3 wks of rearing by 1 trained observer, starting after morning milk distribution. The QBA was carried out 
first. Twenty qualitative descriptors for veal calves (eg. fearful, playful, relaxed, uneasy) were qualitatively 
scored on a scale from 0 to 125 mm after 20 min of animal behaviour observation (Wemelsfelder et al., 2008). 
The other monitoring scheme consisted of an interview with the farmer and a clinical/health visit. The number 
of calves showing symptoms such as abnormal breathing, coughing, nose discharge, bloated rumen, skin infec-
tion, lameness, signs of bursitis, lower body condition, cross-sucking/urine-drinking and obvious sickness were 
recorded, as well as the number of pens with abnormal manure consistency (liquid, thick) and colour (white). 
Data were submitted to statistical analysis adopting GenStat (GenStat Committee, 2000) with farm as experi-
mental unit. In order to summarise the 20 QBA descriptors, a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was carried 
out. PCA was also performed on residuals of the QBA variables obtained after correction for housing condition 
(small groups with no use of crates, small groups with crates up to 8 wks, or large groups without separators). 
Clinical/health data were expressed as percentages of calves/pens exhibiting a given problem. Clinical measu-
res showing a low frequency were transformed into binary measures (presence/absence). In order to study the 
relationship between the two assessment methods scores of principal components PC1 and PC2 obtained after 
PCA of QBA descriptors were correlated to clinical measures with the use of Spearman rank correlations, or re-
lated to binary data using them as fixed effects in a generalized linear model. The effects of housing conditions 
and management factors on both qualitative and quantitative measures were examined with ANOVA.

results and conclusions - Principal component analysis was a helpful tool to summarise QBA descriptors. 
With the exception of the descriptor “calm”, there was no cross-loading. Positive and negative mood descriptors 
had high loadings of opposite signs on PC1, whereas descriptors related to activity and boredom loaded strongly 
positively and negatively, respectively, on PC2. 

Eigenvalues were 5.9 and 4.1 and variation explained were 29.6 and 20.3% for PC1 and PC2, respectively. 
PCA on residuals of QBA descriptors obtained after correcting for housing condition yielded highly similar re-
sults, indicating that the rearing environment of the calves was not an important determinant of the variation 
in QBA scores. This suggests that the reliability of QBA as a welfare assessment tool truly reflects the animal 
status (Wemelsfelder et al., 2008). The clinical/health evaluation at 3 wks showed a relevant frequency of cal-
ves with respiratory problems (5.6% SE=0.98) and cross-sucking/urine-drinking signs (6.3% SE=2.22), and of 
pens with liquid, thick and white manure (13.2% SE=4.10, 4.7% SE=1.22 and 5.9% SE=2.15, respectively). 
However, a high variability between farms was observed. No significant correlations were found between QBA 
PC scores and clinical measures, other than that QBA PC2 was significantly affected by the presence of signs 
of cross-sucking (average scores of PC2 1.11 vs. -1.55 for calves that either did or did not exhibit cross sucking, 

Table 1.  First (PC1) and second principal component (PC2) scores of Qualitative Behavioural 
Assessment (QBA) according to the frequencies of visits of the technician, the vet-
erinarian or the farmer to the veal unit at 3 wks of rearing. (a,b=P<0.05 within row).

PC-QBA Visitor
Frequency of visits

daily > 2 times/wk 2 times/wk 1 time/wk 1 time every 2 wks

PC11 Technician -2.47b 2.45a 0.36a 2.00a

PC11 Veterinarian -3.31b -2.29ab 0.78a 1.18a

PC22 Farmer 0.37a -3.95b

1PC1 summarized positive mood descriptors (relaxed, friendly, sociable and happy) with positive loadings and negative descriptors loadings and negative descriptorsloadings and negative descriptors and negative descriptorsnegative descriptors 
(fearful, agitated, tense, frustrated, uneasy, apathetic and distressed) with negative loadings. �igh scores indicate high positive and, tense, frustrated, uneasy, apathetic and distressed) with negative loadings. �igh scores indicate high positive andscores indicate high positive and 
low scores indicate high negative mood.indicate high negative mood.mood..
2PC2 summarized activity descriptors (active, playful, lively, in�uisitive and boisterous) with positive loadings and inactivity descrip-activity descriptors (active, playful, lively, in�uisitive and boisterous) with positive loadings and inactivity descrip-descriptors (active, playful, lively, in�uisitive and boisterous) with positive loadings and inactivity descrip- (active, playful, lively, in�uisitive and boisterous) with positive loadings and inactivity descrip-with positive loadings and inactivity descrip- loadings and inactivity descrip-loadings and inactivity descrip- and inactivity descrip-
tors (depressed, indifferent and bored) with negative loadings. �igh scores indicate higher activity levels while low scores indicatewith negative loadings. �igh scores indicate higher activity levels while low scores indicate loadings. �igh scores indicate higher activity levels while low scores indicateloadings. �igh scores indicate higher activity levels while low scores indicate 
higher depression, indifference and boredom.
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respectively, P<0.001). Signs of cross-sucking were related to higher levels of activity and liveliness, possibly 
due to the fulfilment of calves’ need for sucking, and the prompt reaction to urinating pen-mates. However, 
cross-sucking is an abnormal behaviours that signifies social deprivation, coping stress or nutritional and en-
vironmental deficiency (Fraser and Broom, 1997) and so QBA assessors should perhaps be trained to more 
adequately include this abnormality in their evaluation. Analysis of variance showed that the frequency of 
visits of the technician or the veterinarian to the veal unit had a significant effect on QBA PC1 scores (Table 1). 
More fearful, agitated, tense, and frustrated animals were scored in farms with a daily occurrence of unfamiliar 
person visits, suggesting that the contact with the veterinarian or technician was perceived as negative. The 
finding support previous results by Lensink et al. (2001) that showed higher fearful reactions in calves receiving 
negative human contact, either by known or unknown people. Blood sampling for haemoglobin level checks and 
preventive medical treatments carried out on veal calves at the beginning of the fattening may be examples of 
such negative human-animal interactions. 

Figure 1.  The effect of calf housing conditions at 3 weeks of rearing on 1) QBA descrip-
tors Active and Lively, and 2) the predicted means of the % of calves coughing. 
Letters a and b=significant differences P<0.05 within descriptor or problem.
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On the contrary, the significant effect of the frequency of farmer visits on PC2, where daily occurrence of farmer 
presence in the barn was associated with higher scores for active, playful, lively descriptors (Table 1) may reflect 
the calves’ expectancy for feed by the stockman. Individual housing, used to prevent cross-sucking significantly 
affected QBA descriptors “active” and “lively”, with lower average levels for farms where separators were adopted 
(Figure 1.1). The same housing solution had positive effects on respiratory problems with lower percentage of cal-
ves coughing (Figure 1.2). In conclusion, the lack of significant correlations between QBA and clinical animal-based 
measures indicates a low correspondence between the two assessment methods in this study. However, QBA was 
sensitive to factors that did not affect clinical measures. The two methods, therefore, appear to provide complemen-
tary information and may be suitable to be used in an integrative ‘whole animal’ welfare assessment tool.
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